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	In European Founders at Work, several of the top European startup founders are interviewed to explain their respective paths to building a successful company. It builds on the same format as the original Founders at Work, but showcases the differences between building a successful company in Europe versus the U.S.

	

	All interviews are presented in a way that will help readers understand whether the founders had a local or a global view, how they competed on the global scale, if and how they got funding and their main challenges and opportunities. The companies chosen to be interviewed are a mix of unique worldwide ventures: European-only ventures and even a few copycats of already-proven concepts. As such, it provides a balanced view on the European scene. This mix also includes companies that started in Europe and moved to the U.S., companies who went IPO in their country of origin, companies with European venture capital backing, and companies that bootstrapped their way to success.

	

	Foreword by Saul Klein, Founder of Seedcamp, LOVEFiLM and The Accelerator Group.

	What you'll learn

	
		Used in isolation, readers learn how to succeed in building an European-based venture 
	
		Readers will gain an understanding of European entrepreneurs' world views 
	
		Used in conjunction with the original Founders at Work, it will show the main differences in mentality, difficulties and opportunities between the U.S. and Europe 



	Who this book is for 

	
		Startup enthusiasts, from potential founders to experienced entrepreneurs and investors 
	
		People interested in the thoughts of leaders who have succeeded in creating successful companies and how they did it 
	
		Managers who might be interested in opening European markets or expanding their company in these markets
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The Finite Element Method Using MATLAB, Second EditionCRC Press, 2000

	Expanded to include a broader range of problems than the bestselling first edition, Finite Element Method Using MATLAB: Second Edition presents finite element approximation concepts, formulation, and programming in a format that effectively streamlines the learning process. It is written from a general engineering and mathematical...
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Analog Design Essentials (The Springer International Series in Engineering and Computer Science)Springer, 2006

	This unique book contains all topics of importance to the analog designer which are essential to obtain sufficient insights to do a thorough job. The book starts with elementary stages in building up operational amplifiers. The synthesis of opamps is covered in great detail. Many examples are included, operating at low supply voltages....
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Python Testing: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2010
Automated testing moves much of the labor of testing off the developer and makes it easier as well as quicker to find bugs and fix them. Automated tests run faster, increase test coverage, and lower costs. However, testing is neither an easy process nor remotely exciting for most developers. But with the right techniques and tools, testing can...
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Mastering AutoCAD 2009 and AutoCAD LT 2009Sybex, 2008
Whether you are a new or expert user of AutoCAD, you have truly made a worthwhile investment with Mastering AutoCAD. This book will be a valuable addition to your library that you will use on a regular basis as a reference and guide to using AutoCAD. With each release of AutoCAD and its new feature set, Mastering AutoCAD is an excellent resource...
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Automating Windows With PerlPublishers Group West, 1999
Perl is the perfect language for achieving Automation in Windows because it combines a painless Visual Basic style of coding with Perl's strength as a scripting language for process communications. The new multitasking and networking approaches with 32-bit Windows require a radical departure from previous programming techniques. This book,...
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PHP Solutions: Dynamic Web Design Made EasyFriends of Ed, 2006
In this book you'll learn how to:
	Create dynamic websites with design and usability in mind, as well as functionality
	Understand how PHP scripts work, giving you confidence to adapt them to your own needs
	Bring online forms to life, check required fields, and ensure user input is safe to process
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